Activity Guide - Packets and Making a Reliable Internet

Background

**Packets:** Information travelling across the Internet is not sent all at once. Instead, it is broken into smaller chunks of data called packets. There are many reasons this is done:

- **Limit Data Loss:** The Internet is not actually perfectly reliable. Even in the modern day a small percentage of packets (2% is quite common) are lost on transmission. We would prefer to only have to resend small chunks of data rather than the entire message.
- **Improve Speed:** Once a message is broken into packets, those packets do not have to travel from sender to receiver over the same path. If a faster route opens up mid-transmission, the next packets can switch paths.
- **Efficient Network Usage:** The total traffic across the network can be more easily balanced across routers if messages have been divided into smaller, more manageable chunks.

**An Updated Internet Simulator:** For today’s activity you will be using an updated version of the Internet Simulator which is designed to present some of the challenges associated with sending a large message across the Internet. You will notice the following changes:

- **Packets:** You must now split messages into packets, which have been limited in size to no more than 8 characters. You may add a packet by clicking the “Add Packet” button.
- **Unpredictable Order:** Messages travelling over the Internet take longer if they travel longer distances or visit more routers. When sending multiple packets, you have no guarantee of the order in which they will arrive.
- **Unreliable Network:** A small percentage of all packets will be randomly dropped. This is done to simulate both the unreliability of the physical infrastructure of the Internet and the fact that routers can become overwhelmed with traffic and drop packets.

**Goal:** Given these constraints, develop a protocol for reliably sending a message across the Internet.

Getting Started

**Join a Group:** This activity is ideally completed in groups of two or three.

**Go to the Internet Simulator:** You will need to log into Code Studio and find the version of the Internet Simulator included in today’s lesson.

**Join a Router:** Add a router if you need more space. Each member of the group should join a **DIFFERENT** router from the other members of the group.
Develop Your Protocol

Guidelines: Make sure your protocol meets the following criteria:

- All communication must be done through the Internet Simulator.
- You must send a message that uses at least 10 packets (i.e. minimum 80 total ASCII characters).
- The protocol should account for the possibility that the characters might be entirely random (i.e. not necessarily English - do not count on human intuition to reconstruct the message.
- Do not assume the message is known beforehand.
- The sender and receiver must be confident the full message was successfully transmitted and reconstructed.

The Problem to Solve

The real problem to solve is to think about what the recipient of the messages should do to inform the sender of what’s missing and needs to be re-sent.

It’s tricky because any message the recipient sends back to the sender also stands a chance of being dropped or lost. Your protocol needs to overcome this unreliability for both the sender or receiver.

Protocol: Use the space below to list the steps or components of your protocol. Make sure you test it to ensure it works as you expect.